The December Drone
For this next instalment, this next exciting edition of our enduring and
exuberant!
our exhilarating and enlightening! our entertaining and ultimately existentially
challenging! final Drone of the year 2018!!!!
we present to you, the no frills! no fancy fallacial fount of frippery! a
fully serious drone of drones!!!!!!1 2 3 4
Our first speaker will be the amazing! the astounding! the absolutely astonishing!
Justin Cheetham!!!!5
Freshly returned from wintery Albion6 he will entertain us with all things
pertinent to the elusive and ephemeral concept of,

The Anti-Hero

in Western Narrative: A retrospective,

AND!!!
Richard Pinner will taunt and tease us with a truly terrifying! thoroughly
thrilling! ultimately titillating and tipsy, investigation into the,

TRoLL

7 8

That creature of terror, that denizen of the deepest depths of deep despair,9
That degenerate, despicable lurker of the internet and woody dell, that twister
of truth and teller of tales, that awful and all aggravating, but all too human
purveyor of abject misery,
And, most tellingly, that creature which, unwittingly, unknowingly, offers us a
subtle and stunning critique of

Mainstream Media!!!!

Come one, come all, to the December Drone10

!

On, December 20th (Thursday) from 5:15 in the infamous, room 6:501!!!!

With added and augmented, all conquering and arresting quantities of alliteration!
Complete with added exclamation!!!!!!
3 Well, maybe not quite that serious.
4 Did you know that exclamation marks can make the best! most decorative! most multi-function! commas ever?
5 Otherwise know as ‘the spawn’ and/or ‘Mr TV Tropes’.
6 Nothing to do with egg-whites, a Birmingham football team, or even a hitherto unknown Dumbledore brother!.
7 By, but not about, the trusty Richard Pinner (not a troll).
8 Troll: noun 1: if you troll a person you compare them to a silicon-based life-form of fictional reality and incredible tenacity. Not a
gardening tool: noun 2: Similar to ‘droll’ but more earthy. Used as an approving comment, as in ‘hey, troll, Man!’ informal.
9 Note that even I, the great exclaimer, can become bored with exclamation marks, and return, hat in hand, to the trusty comma.!
10 No snacks provided.
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